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Abstract 

This paper identifies some common and specific pitfalls in the development of sign language 
technologies targeted at deaf communities, with a specific focus on signing avatars. It makes 
the call to urgently interrogate some of the ideologies behind those technologies, including 
issues of ethical and responsible development. The paper addresses four separate and 
interlinked issues: ideologies about deaf people and mediated communication, bias in data 
sets and learning, user feedback, and applications of the technologies. The paper ends with 
several take away points for both technology developers and deaf NGOs. Technology 
developers should give more consideration to diversifying their team and working 
interdisciplinary, and be mindful of the biases that inevitably creep into data sets. There should 
also be a consideration of the technologies’ end users. Sign language interpreters are not the 
end users nor should they be seen as the benchmark for language use. Technology 
developers and deaf NGOs can engage in a dialogue about how to prioritize application 
domains and prioritize within application domains. Finally, deaf NGOs policy statements will 
need to take a longer view, and use avatars to think of a significantly better system compared 
to what sign language interpreting services can provide. 

Introduction 

In our everyday lives, we increasingly (and often unconsciously) rely on technologies where 
the languages we see, hear and produce are mediated in real-time by technology. Indeed, we 
are well into the human-machine era (Sayers et al., 2021). We talk to our devices using 
Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri, we read tweets in different languages through Twitter’s 
automatic translation feature, deaf people use Google Live Transcribe, Ava, and other apps 
for real-time speech-to-text access. All these features were built on years and years of human 
work, and years and years of training of machines. We know and accept that some of these 
features are far from perfect yet, but we use them anyway. Because these AI applications feed 
on data and our frequent use, technology is advancing quickly and improving all the time. 
Machines learn.  

The last three decades have seen sign languages, and deaf people, who use these languages, 
as target groups of language technologies, being included in these efforts in various ways. 
This includes developments in automated translation from text-to-sign (e.g. Stoll et al., 2020), 
speech-to-sign (e.g. Cox et al., 2002; Glauert et al., 2006), or sign-to-text (currently still very 
limited, e.g. Camgöz et al., 2020a, b). The technology is being developed in the form of many 
existing technologies, for example wearable solutions like smart gloves and intelligent bots 
with sign language avatars (virtual humans). This makes it increasingly likely that we will sign 
to and through technology. 

1 The writing of this paper has benefited from ongoing discussions on this theme as part of the EU COST Action network 
‘Language in the Human Machine Era’ https://lithme.eu/  
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Some of the technological solutions under development are campaigned and marketed as 
trailblazing, advanced developments, using cutting edge technologies. Inventors can be big 
tech companies but just as well hearing undergraduates who don’t know any sign language. 
A good example is the robot-arm developed by hearing undergrad students who claimed this 
would advance deaf children’s inclusion in education and could help “millions of deaf people”. 
The only thing the robot arm could actually do, was rudimentary fingerspelling (Drewett, 2018). 
The rationales for developing these technologies ‘for’ deaf people often stem from a saviour 
complex (“we, abled people, need to help disabled people communicate”), and from “techno-
solutionism” (Fleet, 2021) which leads to technology being developed uniformed by the lived 
experience of disabled people. Even so, these inventors often get significant press attention 
or even gain awards and grants from panels that do not include any signers (Lipomi, 2017). 
Most of these solutions are also one-way, placing the burden on deaf people (e.g. to wear 
smart gloves) so that ‘hearing’ people can understand them (Kouznetsova, 2016; Lu, 2016; 
Woodcock, 2012, 2020). There are also detectable ideologies behind sign-to-text technologies 
about the normativity of the spoken modality - in a sense, that deaf people’s ideas make ‘more 
sense’ if converted to spoken form (Hill, 2013). Also, ideologies supporting the technologies 
reveal a lot about how deaf people are viewed and communication is normatively mediated.  

Funded research projects in this field often claim that these technologies can assist with 
‘inclusion’ of deaf people, ‘social equality’ and, finally, address the problem of the ‘insufficient 
availability’ and ‘prohibitive costs’ of sign language interpreting services. Recently funded and 
on-going projects in the EU attract quite a lot of funding, with the European Commission 
spending several millions of euro per project. Despite these claims, a lot of the technology is 
still notably limited in its development and usability. Also and importantly, much of the work 
has started and is on-going with minimal input from deaf communities (Erard, 2017). 

This paper is not about the current technical limitations of language technologies for sign 
languages. These technologies have a lot of catching up to do compared to technologies for 
spoken languages. This will happen, one way or another. Instead, this paper addresses a 
more urgent issue: the ethical and responsible development of these technologies, specifically 
sign language avatars. This issue is currently virtually not discussed in the academic and 
practice community. Most publications on machine translation for sign languages are either 
technical accounts of how machine translation can work or uncritical technical evaluations of 
user experience (e.g. Kacorri et al., 2017, but see Quandt et al. 2021 for an exception). There 
are virtually no critical insights into ethical, societal, and ideological rationales for and 
consequences of technologies. Indeed, that discussion usually lags behind scientific 
innovation - ethical debates about new technologies often come after the fact of their use. But 
at least for sign languages, the lag time is becoming very long now, and there is a critical need 
to address some urgent questions.   

Who invents the technologies, and what is their motivation for developing them? How are data 
being collected to make machines learn? Who evaluates the outcomes, and how? Is there an 
actual demand from the communities? Who are the end users and who decides that? Who 
benefits from these technologies, and who is at risk of being left behind? What are the current 
and potential future applications of those technologies? How will language rights keep pace 
with the development of language technologies? What are the ideologies behind these 
technologies? 

This paper will mostly write from a Deaf Studies and sociolinguistics perspective, with a 
specific focus on sign language avatars (meaning communication towards sign language 
users). While I will semantically differentiate between the ‘avatar’ as the digital figure 
representing a (signing) person and the underlying ‘translation engine’ from or towards sign 
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languages, for reasons of simplicity I will occasionally use the term ‘avatar’ to include the 
underlying translation engine. These avatars can be created in different ways. The movement 
can be based on recorded motion capture from real human signers or can be based on 
computer-synthesized motions. More recent innovations use machine learning trained on 
existing video data to generate these avatars. Those are the innovations this paper will mainly 
focus on, discussing research projects that have recently ended or are on-going in the 
European Union and the UK, such as Content4All2, EASIER3, SignON4, SignLab at University 
of Amsterdam (UvA)5, and aID – Artificial Intelligence for the Deaf6). It will address four 
separate and interlinked issues: ideologies about deaf people and mediated communication, 
bias in data sets and learning, user feedback, and applications of the technology. The paper 
ends with a few take away points for both technology developers and deaf NGOs. 

Ideologies about deaf people/mediated communication 

Several of the above-mentioned projects start from specific ideologies about deaf people and 
mediated communication: the researchers perceive a problematic ‘communication gap’ or 
‘language barrier’ between ‘deaf’ and ‘hearing’ people, and state that technologies can and 
should address this gap or barrier. The main aim of the SignON project, prominent on the 
home page and the funder page, is to “bridge the communication gap between Deaf, hard of 
hearing and hearing people”. It will “cross the language barrier between Deaf sign language 
users, hard of hearing and hearing people. SignON will tear down this information barrier that 
currently exists.” The EASIER project is “bridging the communication gap between the deaf 
and the hearing”. The aiD project offers “AI solutions for communicating needs of deaf people”. 
The SignLab at UvA highlights “breaking language barriers”. Stoll et al. (2018, p. 891) see the 
facilitation of “easy and clear communication between the hearing and the Deaf” as the critical 
aim of text-to-sign technologies, stating “… there is no guarantee that someone whose first 
language is, for example, British Sign Language, is familiar with written English, as the two 
are completely separate languages” (p. 892).  

Some projects then make the leap to stating that their research can mitigate the problem of 
the limited availability and prohibitive costs of sign language interpreting services. SignON 
sees sign language interpreters as “the main medium for signed-to-spoken, spoken-to-signed 
and signed-to-signed translation”, and the availability and costs of these services are seen as 
“a limiting factor in communication between signers and non-signers”.  

Some of the projects and the literature explicitly state the aim of language technologies for 
sign languages is not to substitute human interpreters but aim to be there for when interpreters 
are not available. The Content4All project proclaims that “systems that can accurately 
translate and produce sign would be of use to the Deaf. Not to replace human interpreters, 
but to provide translation into native sign language when an interpreter is not available (Young, 
2020). A Dutch newspaper reporting on the development of sign language avatars at UvA 
headlined their piece “Sign language interpreters are scarce. Therefore an Amsterdam 

2 September 2017-November 2020, H2020 funding €4.1 million, https://content4all-project.eu/ and 
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/762021  
3 January 2021-December 2023, H2020 funding €3.9 million, https://www.project-easier.eu/vision/ and 
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101016982  
4 January 2021-December 2023, H2020 funding €5.6 million, https://signon-project.eu/ and 
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101017255  
5 https://www.signlab-amsterdam.nl/index.html NWO VICI grant or a 5-year project, funding €1.5 million. 
6 December 2019-November 2023, H2020 funding €1.5 million, https://aideaf.eu/ and 
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/872139  
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institute is learning an avatar to sign” and reported the lead researcher saying that “a human 
interpreter is always to be preferred above an avatar, when such an interpreter is available” 
(Zijlmans, 2021). Sáfár and Glauert state that “… in the deaf community, there is often a fear 
that the hard won recognition of their sign language will result in moves to make machines 
take over the role of human interpreters” (Sáfár & Glauert, 2012). The World Federation of the 
Deaf and World Association of Sign Language Interpreters (2018) statement on the use of 
signing avatars is the only one that uses different words to describe the risks and challenges: 
“the difference in linguistic quality between humans and avatars is why WFD and WASLI 
caution against the use of signing avatars as a replacement for human signers (World 
Federation of the Deaf & World Association of Sign Language Interpreters, 2018). The 
availability issue stands against experiences of deaf people being offered video remote 
interpreting (VRI) instead of sign language interpreters on location in some contexts, and their 
objections to this (e.g. Collinson, 2018). So, in reality, the ‘unavailability’ argument is a red 
herring – live interpreters will be substituted for avatars. 

Another, related, aspect, is that the benchmark used to evaluate the quality of sign language 
technologies are often, again, sign language interpreters. Sayers et al. (2021, p. 10) assert 
that “consensus among the Deaf community so far is that these [smart gloves, avatars] are a 
profoundly poor substitute for human interpreters”. Content4All affirms that “generating 
translations of the same quality as a human interpreter is extremely challenging”. Sign 
language interpreters, not deaf signers themselves, are thus seen as language models, and 
as the benchmark for accepted standards of language use. If anything, this shows low 
ambition and an inability to see who the technology is for. Sign language interpreters are not 
the end users, nor should they be the benchmark.  

With spoken languages there is the recognition that machine translation is at the moment of 
inferior quality compared to human translators, but that aspect is much less foregrounded and 
emphasized compared to the sign language projects. This is because the situation is 
profoundly different for deaf people, who are made reliant (by policy, legislation, and normative 
views on the role of sign language interpreting services) on sign language interpreters in many 
aspects of their lives. For deaf people, language rights often are paramount to access to sign 
language interpreters in the first place (De Meulder, 2016). But sign language interpreting 
services are, in many cases, a Band-Aid solution. They are not scalable services, and not 
equally available to deaf people who use them. They mostly benefit those deaf people with 
certain interpreter-related privileges. Even so, the provision of sign language interpreting 
services has become the institutionally normative, often unquestioned, solution to grant deaf 
people access to education and public services (De Meulder & Haualand, 2021).  

Data sets and bias 

In the context of machine learning, and more specifically the subtopic of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) most sign languages tend to belong to the category of ‘low-resourced 
languages’. The ‘low-resourced’ aspect refers to a lack of available training data and the 
fragmentation of efforts in resource development (Sayers et al., 2021). Indeed, NLP 
applications require large datasets to be available on which to train new algorithms. As NLP 
falls into the category of ‘supervised learning’, the algorithms learn by example in the form of 
‘labels’, which tell the algorithm what needs to be learned. To allow this, large datasets must 
be labelled — which is expensive, time consuming, and prone to error, which can introduce 
bias. If the dataset is not carefully curated, it is mainly through these labels that bias can sneak 
into the algorithm. For sign languages there is the additional issue of a different language 
modality, which makes data collection and machine training much more challenging than it is 
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between most spoken languages. Also, input in the form of text annotations in itself skews 
data sets because sign languages do not have a widely used written form (Jantunen et al., 
2021).  

Linked to this, there is the problem of generating data in a context of data sparsity and the 
risks for bias of language models. This is a common issue for NLP tools (Bender, 2019, 2021; 
Benjamin, 2020; Beukeboom and Burgers, 2017; Blodgett et al., 2020; Benjamin, 2020; 
Saleiro et al., 2020;). Dictionaries/lexicons for sign languages are developed for human use, 
not machine use (i.e. use by automated NLP systems). Digital sign language corpora have 
mostly focused on linguistic aspects (how signing is used) rather than computational 
processing (data from tracking movements, facial expressions, timing, etc.) (Sáfár & Glauert, 
2012). These corpora are confronted with other problems that make them far less suitable for 
machine use linked to size and representativeness, and variety of discourses (Jantunen et al., 
2021; Schembri & Cormier, 2022). In the absence of (semi-) automated annotation, manual 
annotation is demanding and time-consuming. This means that while for some sign languages 
there is a set of videorecorded data (although still small compared to most data sets for spoken 
languages), these are not suitable for machine learning because they are not, or only partially, 
annotated. Even if there is annotation, some of the larger sign language corpora currently only 
have basic annotation such as glosses and possibly translations but no other tags that can be 
provided by semi-automatic tagging tools (Hochesang, 2021; Schembri & Cormier, 2022 ).  

On the other hand, we have to resign to, and therefore deal with, the realisation that machines 
are and will be trained on those corpora, which in themselves by design contain all the biases 
of the humans who design and assemble them (Saleiro et al., 2020). The largest sign language 
corpora now have participants numbering in the hundreds, but are often skewed by a native 
speaker bias, preferring focus on (often white) deaf native signers or early learners, who often 
went to residential schools (e.g. Schembri et al., 2013, for BSL). Jantunen et al. (2021, p. 4-
5) go so far as to say that “the contribution of novices and non-native signers means decreased
quality and accuracy” in corpora, and “to increase validity and recognition systems should be
trained with real (native or near native) signers in realistic scenarios”. At the same time, they
state that “datasets should include representative, generalizable samples from diverse age
groups, gender, culture, various ethnicities, varying body types and physical traits, clothes,
lighting conditions and more”. Work has been done on the development of more specialised
corpora (see Schembri & Cormier, 2022). These focus on e.g. L2 learners (Mesch &
Schönström, 2018), but not (yet) on, for example, signers from different racial and educational
backgrounds, signers with immigration backgrounds, language deprivation, various
disabilities, etc.

Due to this context of data scarcity, some of the on-going EU-funded projects start to collect 
their own data sets to train machines, using readily available internet data. In some cases, 
these are interpreted datasets. In these datasets both the signed input from the interpreter 
and the spoken source languages are available (or in the opposite case, the signed source 
language and the spoken output from the interpreter). This is also made possible by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, which led to an increase in recorded interpreted presentations, classes, 
press conferences etc. which are often available online. These datasets (with both deaf and 
hearing interpreters) are used as a training phase for machines to quickly enlarge the dataset. 

In this stage already there is a significant risk for how bias can creep into the system when 
machines are trained on amalgams of data sets with input produced by either primarily white, 
native signers, or by interpreters. This is even more cause for concern combined with two 
related issues. The first is that sign language interpreters are often already language models 
for deaf learners in regular education (Caselli et al., 2020) and deaf people already often need 
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to adapt their signing to be understood by interpreters. The second is that there is a realistic 
future possibility that signing avatars are going to be used to train sign language interpreting 
students. This would happen in an already problematic context of sign language interpreting 
training programs in general not reflecting racial diversity and multicultural, multilingual deaf 
community needs (Robinson et al., 2020).  

User feedback 

Thirdly, there is the issue of user feedback. When prototypes of avatars are developed, the 
developers need feedback from end users. In two cases (SignLab UvA and Content4All) this 
is/was done by an online survey in which (self-selected) deaf people are given specific tasks 
based on a pre-determined set of responses.  

In the SignLab project deaf people are asked how well they understand translations by an 
animated avatar (using SiGML for sign language synthesis) compared to video translation by 
a deaf signer, specifically in a medical setting. Similarly, in the Content4All survey respondents 
look at an animated avatar and a deaf signer translating the weather forecast and are given 
specific tasks to evaluate comprehension. For example, they have to indicate which Dutch 
words they understood from the signing, given multiple options, answer questions (e.g., where 
do the clouds go to, what did the moderator suggest doing tomorrow?) and then indicate how 
sure they are of their response. At the start of the survey, it is specifically asked to give 
opinions “on comprehension of the signs rather than the look of the avatar” – as if the two can 
be separated.  

Although asking user feedback is important, there are also several issues that must be 
addressed, and it is here where interdisciplinary approaches and specifically input from Deaf 
Studies researchers is most critically needed. Most deaf people have a life-long experience 
understanding different signing styles, of widely varying quality (see also Green, 2014 and 
Kusters et al., 2020 work on ‘understanding’). The risk with asking this kind of user feedback 
is that deaf people will see avatars’ signing as another signing style they’ll have to put up with 
and learn to ‘understand’ (just as they need to learn to understand interpreters’ signing). This 
can lead to socially desirable responses. This is related to what Woodcock (2020) in this 
context calls a “mouse on the doormat design” and the savior complex of some inventors: 
respondents might say they understood just because they think they are expected to 
appreciate this technology that is made ‘for’ them. A third issue is the uncanny valley (Mori et 
al., 2012) which might make viewers uncomfortable when confronted with simulations that 
closely resemble humans but are not quite convincing enough. We regard a Toy Story 
character which is obviously not human, as cute, but an avatar which is meant to be human 
but is not, as creepy. This combined with most deaf respondents not having realistic (or just 
not having any) expectations about avatars (see also Sáfár & Glauert, 2012). While some deaf 
people are trained to manage expectations about sign language interpreters (knowing the 
limitations of interpretation) and may tolerate the limitations of Google Translate or existing 
speech-to-text technologies, most deaf people are not yet used to manage expectations about 
the robotic and unarticulated signing of most avatars. This means that either expectations can 
be too low so that ratings will be higher than reasonably justified, or that on the contrary 
expectations are too high. Add to this the lack of testing in real-world settings. Indeed, there 
is a big difference from watching an avatar from a screen in your own office for a short 
experiment, and having to watch it during a nerve-wrecking medical appointment. This is not 
just unintentionally creepy entertainment in the uncanny valley, when you can look away 
(Woodcock, 2020). If your health depends on it, you cannot afford to look away. Evaluations 
do not account for this. 
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Applications 

A last issue are current and future applications of language technologies for sign languages, 
such as avatars. The use of those technologies in the context of highly constrained and 
predictable domains such as tourism or travelling could be reasonably justified. An avatar 
might be used to make an order in a coffee house, check in in a hotel, have access to 
announcements at airports or railway stations, or for interaction with specific customer 
services. Another potentially useful application of avatars could be in those situations where 
sensitive, confidential information must be shared (by a deaf person themselves or a human 
interpreter) and where this person prefers to remain anonymous, and in areas where deaf 
people feel uncomfortable about the presence of interpreters (see also Quandt et al. 2021). 

However, some starter projects beginning with very fundamental limitations as outlined above, 
at this point already go directly into sensitive areas such as the medical domain (e.g. 
Roelofsen et al., 20217). This happens despite explicit statements and warnings by 
authoritative deaf NGOs such as the WFD and WASLI that the medical domain is a no-go 
area. These NGOs expressed concerns on the use of avatars “when the information being 
delivered is live, complex or of significant importance to the lives of deaf citizens” (World 
Federation of the Deaf & World Association of Sign Language Interpreters, 2018). Applications 
in the medical domain have been spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic, which exposed 
communication problems between health care professionals and deaf people when everyone 
had to wear facemasks, interpreters were often not allowed in hospitals and interpreting via 
video relay was not always viable. 

That this is happening in the first place, is again linked to how deaf people are viewed, and 
how communication is currently normatively mediated by sign language interpreters. Sign 
language interpreters, on location or remotely, are accepted for mediated healthcare 
communication, despite critical limitations (Kushalnagar et al., 2019). Because this practice is 
largely accepted and even normative, use of language technologies in healthcare situations 
is seen as the logical next step and as a justified application domain by technology developers. 

Conclusion 

This paper has identified some common and specific pitfalls in the development of sign 
language technologies targeted at deaf communities and has made the call to urgently 
interrogate the ideologies behind those technologies, including issues of ethical and 
responsible development. What has been done technologically so far is very promising, but if 
continued on the same path, there is a risk that technologies developed in the end will not be 
voluntarily adopted by end users. This uptake in use is important, because the more ‘we’ use 
AI, the better it will become. There must be a consideration though of who this ‘we’ is – who 
is the language technology for, and why? Sign language interpreters are not the end users 
here, nor should they be seen as the benchmark for language use. Placing interpreters on the 
centre of deaf peoples’ lives (a constructed dependence) comes from a biased and hearing-
centred view on communication.  

For the technology developers, this paper makes the call to diversify the team and work 
interdisciplinary. Co-design or co-engineer (see also Jantunen et al., 2021) with the end users 

7 For demo see here https://www.signlab-amsterdam.nl/healthcare-demo.html 
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of the language technologies, a widely varied group of deaf people. Not just to ensure 
semantic value, but also to ensure that technologies are being developed incorporating the 
communities demands, values, and feedback, that there is given consideration to interaction 
design and user interfaces. Engage in interdisciplinary collaborations, combining Deaf 
Studies, language policy, sign linguistics, Sign Language Interpreting Studies, computer 
science, sociolinguistics, Human Computer Interaction, artificial intelligence, computational 
linguistics, etc., not only in the execution of research projects but also in writing and reviewing 
them.  

Regarding data sets, this paper is not meant as a discouragement for researchers from 
advancing the state of the art. If there is a need to wait for the ‘perfect’ datasets to appear 
(which might never happen) instead of using what is readily available, the delay for practical 
working solutions might become much longer. This is a call though to at the very minimum be 
mindful of the biases that will inevitably creep into data sets, and to consider the long-term 
implications of this. 

Regarding applications, there are some take-away points both for developers of technologies 
and for deaf NGOs who need to evaluate their use and application domains. At this point, 
many projects are using signing avatars to do many different things, in many different ways – 
some of which are probably less problematic, and some of which are more. A deaf tech 
developer and artist working on incorporating signed language into VR spaces is a very 
different development and application compared to a hearing non-signing engineer developing 
a signing avatar without any consultation or collaboration with deaf communities. For the 
developers of technologies and for deaf NGOs there are two takeaway points:  
(1) Prioritize the application domains: there is a significant distinction to be made between for
example an avatar presenting information on a government webpage, or an avatar used to
mediate communication during a life-threatening healthcare situation. There is a lot of
unproblematic low-hanging fruit: it is thus important to identify those research agendas which
are problematic, while leaving space for those who are not. This is even more a case for deaf
academics to (co-)lead these projects and to involve deaf people in various roles, in various
stages of review of project applications, project development, project execution, and
evaluation. This will make it possible to identify early which research agendas are problematic,
and how this can be potentially mitigated, and which research agendas are worth pursuing.
This will advance the state of the art in such a way that it is more likely technologies will be
adopted by end users.
(2) Prioritize within application domains: building on the previous point, it will be critical to make
much finer distinctions per different uses per domain. For example it is not helpful to tar all
applications in the medical domain with the same brush. Some might be useful and necessary,
while others might remain a no-go.

For the deaf NGOs there are two further points to keep in mind. 
(a) Look at the horizon: statements by for example WFD and WASLI are based on the current
state of the art, which appropriately advises against the use of avatars “when the information
being delivered is live, complex or of significant importance to the lives of deaf citizens” (World
Federation of the Deaf & World Association of Sign Language Interpreters, 2018). The
technologies developed so far just do not warrant use of avatars in those situations. But this
is not a status quo, and technology is advancing all the time. Policy statements will need to
take a much longer view. Here again, the questions from the introduction of this article come
to the foreground. What are potential future applications of those technologies? Not based on
the technologies as they are now, but based on how they will inevitably develop? How will
language rights keep pace with the development of language technologies? Who benefits from
these technologies, and who is at risk of being left behind?
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(b) Use avatars to think of a significantly better system: much of the current ideological
framework by which the use of avatars is assessed is based on experiences with sign
language interpreting services. Deaf NGOs appropriately advise against use of avatars in
situations where it is not warranted, but at the same time, sign language interpreting services
are often used in situations where they are not warranted either. The political institution of sign
language interpreting services leaves a lot of questions to be considered regarding scalability
and fairness. Let’s not substitute one imperfect system with another. Let’s use this moment in
time, these technological possibilities, to try and design a better system.
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